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your loved ones whether
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Boundaries 
Working on personal boundaries is an
essential part of self care.
Note: Boundaries are in place to
ensure our own healing and growth
and are not meant to be permanent
rules that others must abide by to
exist in our space or hold value in our
lives. (Boundaries are not an excuse
to be petty.)

Know oneself, what one specifically
can and cannot handle currently, and
why, to figure out where boundaries
may be needed. 

People are more likely to respect
boundaries if they're genuine,
communicated directly, self aware,
and asserted with accountability. 

Understand
The goal when attempting to care,
support, or love another should be
aiming to first understand what the
individual wants and/or needs others to
provide (if anything.) Along with,
knowing what role the supporter
themselves is capable of filling.  

There may be many wants and/or needs
in our loved one's lives. Finding out
what is wanted and/or needed by them
to compare to what we can do, is often
most rewarding on both ends.

Questions to Ask: What is the
connection in the individual’s eyes,
what does it mean to them, what are the
expectations, what purpose does it
serve them, etc.

mutual Autonomy
Lead by example versus unsolicited
advise which may lead to shame, or
guilt. Allow people to learn from their
mistakes. Communicate regularly. Move
aside to allow their own space.

Build mutual trust. Trust the individual to
be the most knowledgeable on what
they need for themselves, and their
situation. Expect the same in return.

Utilizing the concept of open-ended
questions allows for deeper insight,
sentient, opinions, and more detail.
Suggestions may come off
condescending if not asked for such.
This can often be avoided via open-
ended questions.

hold accountable to the
problems at hand

Do not assume another's reasoning,
perspectives, or intentions. Focusing on
how direct actions impact us, avoids
making assumptions. If one will not ask
up front, one should let it go. If one will
not let it go, one should self reflect.
Seems they're the issue.

Ex: Stealing assumed to be a result of
drug use. Even if a person steals money
or supplies for drug use, the whole
picture is always more complex. 
"They're probably (using drugs) because
(XYZ reason)." Or there's several
reasons/ factors involved as with
everything? Many possibilities behind
any person's use. A reason could be
just to do so. Does it matter?

assess the individual's impact
in one's life in totality

Whether or not a person uses drugs or
has, does not define them. There are
many components to individuals, their
lives, and how that impacts our own.
Being aware of what our idea is of
others, why, and if it's fair is most
helpful. 

Example: One felt their friend was
great! Now they suspect friend is using
drugs as friend has stopped answering
messages very often if at all. 
What has been their impact as a friend
in totality? Has that shifted solely due
to a decrease in responsiveness
unanswered messages? Is one hurt by
this? If so, has this feeling been
vocalized? 

Self Care

Empathy is best executed 
and most productive when we maintain
ourselves first.

Self care allows us to put ourselves first,
and still have the highest quality of
energy left to support others.

Self care simply put means, to show
one’s self love and care as if one is the
guardian of themselves as the child. 

Note: No one is capable of knowing
how to take care of an individual better
than they would themselves.
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